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Introduction to
Automation

Objectives

• Show how to set a reference from one application to another.

• Browse the object model of one application from another.

• Demonstrate the use of Microsoft Excel functionality from Microsoft
Word (or any other VBA host)
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Expanding Your Horizons Using
Automation

What is Automation? If you’ve used many of the VBA host applications
before, you probably appreciate their strongest individual features, and you
may wish those features were available in every application. For example,
Microsoft Excel’s calculation engine is superior for high-powered
computation, but it’s hard to create a nice-looking report in Microsoft Excel.
Microsoft Access, on the other hand, makes it easy to create a report, but it
lacks some of the sophisticated mathematical functions provided by Microsoft
Excel. With Automation, you can harness one application’s power from the
other through VBA.

Automation (until recently called OLE Automation and sometimes called
ActiveX Automation) is a powerful and easy to use technology that lets you
control one application or component’s objects from code in another
application. This Windows technology is something all VBA host applications
can take advantage of.

Automation is always a one-way relationship between two applications. One
application contains the code that drives the Automation process, while the
other application simply provides its objects for use. The “driver” application
is called the Automation controller, and the other application is the Automation
server.

Key Terms

Controller An Automation controller, also called the client is the

application that issues commands to instruct another application

to do something.

Server An Automation server is the application that responds to

commands sent from the controller.
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Getting to the Object Model

Before you can work with another application’s objects, you must indicate to
VBA the object you want to be available to you. When you’re working with
VBA in Microsoft Excel, for example, VBA knows about Microsoft Excel’s
objects, but it doesn’t automatically recognize Word or Microsoft Access
objects. You notify VBA that you want to use an Automation server’s objects
by setting a reference to the application’s type library. This is the first step in
getting ready to write Automation code.

What’s a type library? You can think of a type library as a small database
containing all the objects, properties, methods, and constants implemented by
another application. A type library is actually contained in a file saved on your
computer. It usually has an extension of .tlb or .olb (for object library), but
sometimes the type library may be embedded in the application’s .exe file.
When you set a reference to a type library, you instruct VBA to recognize the
objects in that type library.

Key Terms

Type library A file that contains information about an object model’s objects,

properties, methods, events, and constants.

Setting References

You set and remove references from a VBA project using the References
dialog shown in Figure 1. From the Visual Basic Editor select
ToolsReferences to open this dialog box.
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Figure 1. The References dialog box from a Word project.

The dialog box shows a list of all the type libraries VBA finds on your system.
If the check box next to a type library is selected, that means it is included in
your VBA project. When you first open the References dialog box, several
references will already be selected; the ones selected depend on which
application you’re working in. The type libraries that are selected are the ones
VBA loads automatically with your application.

To set a reference to an Automation server application, locate an entry for that
application in the list and select its check box. For example, to create a
reference to Microsoft Excel’s type library for the examples later in this
section, select the check box next to “Microsoft Excel 8.0 Object Library.”

If the server application does not appear in the list it might be that VBA does
not recognize it as an Automation server. In this case you can click the Browse
button to display a dialog box for locating the application’s type library.

NOTE You can create references to type libraries, programs, ActiveX
controls, and other VBA projects. Normally you create a reference
to another VBA project when you want to use that project as a
library, calling on the functions it contains.
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Viewing Other Applications’ Objects

Once you have created a reference to a server application’s type library, you
can use the Object Browser to view a list of the application’s objects,
properties, and methods from whatever application you’re working in.

For example, to look at Microsoft Excel’s objects from a Word project, once
you’ve set a reference to the Microsoft Excel type library, open the Object
Browser by selecting the Object Browser command from a module’s View
menu and select the Object Browser command, or press F2. Select the
application from the Object Browser’s list of Libraries and Databases (see
Figure 2).

Figure 2. The Object Browser showing Microsoft Excel objects.

From the Object Browser, you can select any object, property, or method in the
Microsoft Excel object model and get details on it, including Online Help, just
as you can when you’re working in Microsoft Excel.

TIP: The most difficult thing about using Automation is learning the object model

of the application you want to use. Often, though, you can get started if you

understand how just a few of the most common objects work. Use the Object

Browser together with Online Help to explore the object models.
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Creating an Instance of the Application

Once you’ve created a reference to an application’s type library, you can begin
writing VBA code to control it. The first thing to do is to create an instance of
the application and assign it to an object variable.

An instance is a session of an application. In order to use an application’s
objects, you need to load the application into memory, just as if you were
working with the application itself. The application doesn’t have to be visible
to the user, but it does need to be in memory.

By using the Dim statement, you create references to Automation objects the
same way you do with built-in objects. The only difference is that you must
use the New keyword to create new instances of objects. You should also fully
qualify the object class by including the server name. In our example, the
server is Microsoft Excel, but you can use a similar approach with any
application.

Dim objApp As New Excel.Application

This line declares an object variable of type Excel.Application. The New
keyword instructs VBA to reserve space for a new instance of the Microsoft
Excel Application object in memory.

The new instance of Microsoft Excel isn’t actually created until you refer to
the object variable in a line of code. For example, if you include the following
line, then VBA creates a new instance of Microsoft Excel and makes it visible
when this line executes:

objApp.Visible = True

You can also use the New keyword in a Set statement:

Dim objApp As Excel.Application

Set objApp = New Excel.Application

In this case, the new instance of Microsoft Excel is created when VBA
executes the line containing the Set statement.
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TIP: It’s better to use the New keyword with the Set statement rather than the Dim

statement even though it takes an additional line of code. When used in the

Set statement, you have greater control over when the Automation server is

instantiated.

NOTE Some applications such as Outlook only allow one running
instance at any given time. Therefore using the New keyword will
establish a reference to the existing instance and will not launch a
new copy of the server program.

A Simple Automation Example

Once you’ve set a reference to an application’s type library and you’ve created
a new instance of the application, you’re ready to go! You can begin using the
application’s objects as though you were programming in the application itself.

Let’s start out with a simple example. Take a look at the module
basAutomation, or import basAutomation into the application you’re working
in.

Suppose you’re working in Microsoft Word, and you need to find the median
of a group of numbers. You could write a function in VBA in Word that would
find the middle value of a set of numbers. But Microsoft Excel has a Median
function to do the work for you. You can use Automation to call Microsoft
Excel’s Median function, as in the following GetMedian function:

Function GetMedian(lngW As Long, lngX As Long, _

lngY As Long, lngZ As Long) As Long

Dim objApp As Excel.Application

Set objApp = New Excel.Application

GetMedian = _

objApp.WorksheetFunction.Median(lngW, _

lngX, lngY, lngZ)

   objApp.Application.Quit

Set objApp = Nothing

End Function

See basAutomation
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What’s going on here? The GetMedian function definition takes four
parameters. If you were going to use this code in an application, you’d
probably want to rewrite it to accept more values, but we’ve kept it simple for
the purposes of this example.

The following line reserves space in memory for a new instance of the
Microsoft Excel Application object:

Dim objApp As Excel.Application

The next line creates the new instance of Microsoft Excel and assigns it to the
object variable:

Set objApp = New Excel.Application

Next there is a line assigning an expression to the function name. This
expression does all the work: it calls the Median method with the specified
arguments. The expression is:

objApp.WorksheetFunction.Median(lngW, lngX, lngY, lngZ)

The following table breaks this expression down into its individual parts:

Part Function

ObjApp The variable that refers to the Microsoft Excel
Application object.

WorksheetFunction A property of the Microsoft Excel Application object
that specifies you want to work with Microsoft
Excel’s function set.

Median A method that calls the Microsoft Excel Median
function.

lngW, lngX, lngY, lngZ Arguments passed to the Median method. A Median
can take up to 30 arguments.

Finally, the last line is:

objApp.Application.Quit

Why do we need to include this line? When this code runs, Microsoft Excel is
taking up space in memory, even though it’s not visible to the user. We free up
that space by quitting Microsoft Excel.
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Are All Applications the Same?

Do all applications behave the same way when they act as Automation
servers? Of course not! For example, some applications don’t display their
main window when launched, as we saw with Microsoft Excel. Some
terminate automatically when the referencing object variable goes out of
scope, while others keep running. The table below lists some of the differences
between applications in the Microsoft Office suite.

Application Reaction To Automation Commands

Microsoft Access Launches as an icon with a Visible property of False.
Changing the Visible property to True restores the main
window; changing it to False minimizes the window.
Additionally, destroying the object variable causes Access
to terminate if it was launched via Automation. You can
also use the Quit method.

Microsoft Excel Launches as a hidden window with a Visible property of
False. Changing the Visible property to True “un-hides” the
window. Destroying the object variable does not cause
Microsoft Excel to terminate. Use the Quit method instead.

Microsoft PowerPoint Launches as a hidden window with a Visible property of
False. Changing the Visible property to True “un-hides” the
window. Destroying the object variable does not cause
PowerPoint to terminate. Use the Quit method instead.

Microsoft Outlook Launches as a hidden window. The Application object does
not have a Visible property. You must use the Windows
API because there is no way to make it visible using the
object model. Destroying the object variable does not cause
Outlook to terminate. Use the Quit method instead.

Microsoft Word Launches as a hidden window with a Visible property of
False. Changing the Visible property to True “un-hides” the
window. Destroying the object variable does not cause
Word to terminate. Use the Quit method instead.
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Summary

• Using Automation, you can work with one application’s objects from
another application.  Automation enables you to create integrated
solutions using components of two or more applications.

• The application that supplies objects to another application is called
the Automation server, and the application that uses the objects is
called the Automation controller.

• Type libraries provide information about an application’s objects to
VBA.  You create a reference to a type library using the References
dialog.

• You can use the Object Browser to view an application’s objects,
properties, methods, and constants.

• The key steps to writing Automation code include: setting a reference
to the Automation server’s type library; declaring an object variable to
represent the Automation servber; creating a new instance of the
Automation server; working with the Automation server’s objects; and
closing the Automation server and freeing any memory it used.


